IMPORTANT!

BLACK FLAG READERS MEETING

The next Black Flag Readers Meeting will be held in Cardiff on Sunday March 13 at 11 am at the Urdd Centre, Conway Road, Pontcanna, Cardiff. All welcome.

BLACK FLAG NEWS BULLETIN

The new Black Flag News Bulletin - first issue February 25th - is a fortnightly and will be available to subscribers only. A few extra copies will, however, be printed and sold at the cover price of 15p and will be made available through existing outlets. The News Bulletin will concentrate on news items, while the Black Flag Quarterly will give emphasis to more in-depth reports, investigations, reviews etc.

SUBSCRIPTION INCREASE:

Subscriptions to Black Flag from now onwards will include both the Quarterly AND the News Bulletin combined (i.e. you subscribe to both, not one or the other). New Subscribers to Black Flag should note that the Subscription rates have subsequently been increased to cover the extra costs involved in providing the News Bulletin (approx. 20 copies per year - with no issue where they coincide with a quarterly). Existing Subscribers are therefore asked to pay a £4* premium to cover this increase if they wish to receive a years supply of the Bulletin in addition to the Quarterly which they already receive. In the meantime we will continue to send out copies of the News Bulletin to existing Subscribers whether or not they send in the premium, BUT, only until the next issue of the Quarterly, after which point we will be unable to send out any more copies of the Bulletin - unless the £4 is sent in. We are forced to do this as from then onwards the cost of producing and sending out the Bulletin would come out of our own pockets and a simple calculation would reveal that the loss incurred by not increasing the Subscription rate to cover the News Bulletin would come to a staggering £3,200 per year. So new Subscribers who wish to receive the Bulletin (as well as the Quarterly), should Subscribe now at the new rate of £9 Inland, $34 (airmail) $17 (seamail).

Existing Subscribers: please send in the £4* now and this will guarantee that you receive every issue of the Black Flag News Bulletin in addition to the Quarterly.

*Note: This increase is the Inland rate. For overseas Subs., the proportions etc. increase works out at $16 (Airmail) and $8 (seamail).
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